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LEIGH JONES SHOWS YOU HOW TO USE THIS 

INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT

deluxe materials

S
trip Magic is a new 

development from Deluxe 

Materials designed, as the 

title suggests, to easily 

strip unwanted paint from models. This is 
a fast acting, spreadable controllable paint 
stripper that will soften and remove paint 
and primer, in typically five to fifteen minutes 
according to the paint type. Before using 
any product that strips paint always read the 
instructions and give special attention to any 
safety advice given, and some disposable 
gloves are always useful. 

Distributed to model shops by: 
Creative Models Ltd. 
• www.creativemodels.co.uk 
In North America by Horizon Hobby 
• www.horizonhobby.com 
• www.MegaHobby.com
Products are also available from the 
HobbyZone Shop. In case of difficulty 
contact:
• www.deluxematerials.com  
• Free phone: 0800 298 5121

strip magic
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The first step was to apply the gel-like ‘Strip Magic’ 
with a cotton bud

I went back to the other sections after three minutes and four minutes 
respectively and the longer the ‘Strip Magic’ was left on the easier it lifted the 
paint. The instructions called for the paint to be removed with alcohol but I 
found that using a damp cotton bud seemed to neutralise the gel perfectly

As a final test I applied the gel directly to the bare plastic, to simulate if some 
inadvertently found its way directly onto the plastic, to see any adverse effects. 
On this particular kit the ‘Strip Magic’ had no detrimental effect, but always 
test on a scrap piece of plastic or a part of the model being treated that is out of 
the way. I must say I was surprised at how quickly and effortlessly Strip Magic 
worked and how easy it was to control the gel, even in small areas 

After two minutes I used a toothpick to check 
progress and was amazed to see the paint was 
peeling straight off, so I used a fresh cotton bud 
and the paint had been fully stripped

Here I am using a 1:72 armour kit painted with four 
layers of paint
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